Introduction
Consider the n-dimensional real torus T n represented by e iθ = (e iθ1 , e iθ2 , · · · , e iθn )
as a real abelian Lie group. Then T n act naturally on CP n e iθ (x) = (e iθ1 x 1 , e iθ2 x 2 , · · · , e iθn x n )
For our purpose, we will consider the Fubini-Study metric ω F S = ∂∂ log(1 + |x| 2 ).
The nice thing about the Fubini-Study metric is that the T n action is a symplectomorphism with respect to ω F S . The corresponding moment map is 0 Partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-9703870. which is easy to see if we write ω F S in polar coordinates.
Under homogeneous coordinate, the moment map can be written as F : CP n → R n .
∆ = Image(F ) is a n-simplex.
We will be interested in the case of CP 2 , then ∆ = Image(F ) is a 2-simplexa triangle. Let p(z) be a homogeneous polynomial. p defines an algebraic curve C p in CP 2 . We want to understand image in ∆ of C p under map F .
In quantum mechanics, particle interaction is characterized by Feymann diagram (one dimensional graph with some external legs). In string theory, point particle is replaced by circle (string!) and Feymann diagram is replaced by string diagram (Riemann surface with some marked points). Feymann diagrams in string theory are considered some low energy limit of string diagrams. "fatten" the Feymann diagrams by replacing points with small circle we get the corresponding String diagram. On the other hand, string diagram can get "thin" in many way to degenerate to different Feymann diagram.
Our situation is a very good analog of this picture. The complex curve C p in CP 2 (considered as toric variety with the corresponding moment map F ) can be thought of as a string diagram with intersection points with the three distinguished CP 1 's (that map to ∂∆) as marked points. Image of C p under F can be thought of as some "fattening" of a Feymann diagram Γ in ∆ with external points in ∂∆.
When p is of degree d, genus of C p is
Genericly, C p will intersect with CP 1 at d points. Ideally, the image of C p will have g holes in ∆ and d external points in each edge of ∆. In general F (C p ) can have smaller number of holes. We believe:
Conjecture: F (C p ) has at most g holes.
We will be interested in constructing examples of C p such that F (C p ) will have exactly g holes in ∆ and d external points in each edge of ∆. Namely, the case F (C p ) resemble classical Feymann diagram most. (Sort of the most classical string diagram.) These kind of examples will be constructed for any degree in section 2.
Our interest on this problem came from our work on Calabi-Yau manifold and mirror symmetry, where we concern the case d = 5.
As we mentioned, F (C p ) can be rather chaotic for general curve C p . The condition for F (C p ) to resemble a classical Feymann diagram is related to the concept of "near the large complex limit" that is explained in section 3. (Through discussion with Qin Jing, it is apparent that "near the large complex limit" is equivalent to near the 0-dimensional strata in M g the moduli space of stable curves of genus g. These points in M g are represented by stable curves, whose irreducible components are all CP 1 with three marked points.) It turns out that our construction of "graph like" string diagrams for curves in CP 2 can be generalized to curves in general 2-dimensional toric varieties. More precisely, in the moduli space of curves in a general 2-dimensional toric variety, when the curve C p is close enough to the so called "large complex limit"(analog to classical limit in physics) in suitable sense, F (C p ) will resemble a fattening of a classical Feymann diagram. This general construction will be discussed in section 3. Examples constructed in section 2 are special case of this general construction.
One advantage of string theory over classical quantum mechanic is that the string diagrams (marked Riemann surfaces) are more nature than Feymann diagrams (graphs). For instance, one particular topological type of string diagram under different classical limit can degenerate into very different Feymann diagrams, therefore unifying them. In our construction, there is a natural partition of the moduli space of curves, such that in different part, the limiting Feymann diagrams are different. We will discuss this natural partition of the moduli space and different limiting Feymann diagrams also in section 3.
Of course, ideally, it will be interesting if F (C p ) is actually a 1-dimensional Feymann diagram Γ in ∆. This will not be true for the moment map F . But when F (C p ) resemble classical Feymann diagram Γ close enough, we can perturb F suitablly, or more precisely perturb the symplectic action of T 2 suitablly, such that the perturbed moment mapF satisfiesF (C p ) = Γ. This perturbation construction will be discussed in section 4.
Note on the literature: Our work on Newton polygon and string diagram was motivated by and was an important ingredient of our construction of Lagrangian torus fibration of Calabi-Yau manifolds ( [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] ). After reading my preprint, Prof. Oh pointed out to me the work of G. Mikhalkin ([6] ), through which I was able to find the literature of our problem. The image of the curves under the moment map was first investigated in [4] , where it was called "amoeba". The problem of determining holes in "amoeba" was posed in Remark 1.10 of page 198 in [4] as a difficult and interesting problem. Work of G. Mikhalkin ([6] ) that was published this year and works ( [3] , [13] , etc.) mentioned in its reference point out independent progress on this problem of determining holes in "amoeba" aimed at very different applications, which nevertheless is very closely related to our work. Due to different purposes, our approaches and results are of somewhat distinctive flavor, especially our discussion on symplectic deformation to fibration over graphs was not discussed before and is important for our applications. Therefore we believe it to be benificial to present our work as it was originally written. We will mention relations to other works in remarks whenever appropriate. In particular, according to a result of Forsberg et al., one can derive that there are at most g holes in F (C p ). Therefore our conjecture in the introduction is true.
2 The construction for curves in P 2 To understand our problem better, let's look at the example of Fermat type polynomial
It is not hard to see that for any d, F (C p ) will look like a curved triangle with only one external point in each edge of ∆ and no hole at all. (This example is in a sense a string diagram with the most quantum effect.
From this example, it is not hard to imagine that for most polynomial, chances are, the number of holes will be much less than g. Any attempt to construct examples with (conjectural) maximal number of holes will need special care, especially if one want the construction for general degree d.
be the homogeneous coordinate of CP 2 . Then a general homogeneous polynomial of degree d in z can be expressed as
is the Newton polygon of degree d homogeneous polynomials. In our case N d is a triangle with d + 1 lattice points in each side. Denote E = (1, 1, 1).
To describe our construction, let's first notice that N d can be naturally decomposed as union of "hollow" triangles
Where
On the other hand, the map I → I + E naturally define an embedding i :
When d = 1, g = 0 and generic polynomial can be reduce to
is a triangle with vertices as middle points of edges of ∆. This clearly satisfy our requirement, namely, with g = 0 holes.
For d ≥ 2, first problem is to make sure that external points are distinct and as far apart as possible. For this purpose, we want to consider homogeneous polynomial with two variables. A nice design is to consider To justify our claim, we will first analyze it case by case. When d = 1, g = 0 and generic polynomial can be reduce to
is a triangle with vertices as middle points of edges of ∆. This clearly is a fattened version of first diagram in the next picture.
When d = 2, g = 0 and we may take polynomial
Image of {q(z 1 , z 2 ) = 0} under F are two lines coming out of the edge r 3 = 0 starting from the two points 
We can consider
We can use similar idea as in the previous case to explain the behavior of F (C 3 ) near the edges. The main point for this case is to explain how the hole in the center arise. For this purpose, we introduce the following function
This function takes non-negative value, and
ρ also satisfy
Important thing to notice is that ρ z1z2z3 (r) = r 1 r 2 r 3 is a function that vanish at edges of the triangle and not vanishing anywhere in the interior of the triangle, sort of bump function. When b is large, ρ p3 will be dominated by br 1 r 2 r 3 away from the edges, which will be positive around center. Therefore F (C 3 ) will have a hole in the center, that becomes large when b get large.
The key point is to understand how the three holes appear. For this purpose, we need to go back to the case when d = 1. Notice that ρ z1z2z3p1 = r 1 r 2 r 3 ρ p1 is positive in the three regions as indicated in the diagram for d = 1, and it is zero at the boundary of the three regions. When b is large, this term dominate ρ p4 in the interior of the triangle and produced the three holes. Similar discussion as before imply q 4 will take care of edges. When d = 5, g = 6. We need to go back to the case d = 2. The discussion is very similar to the previous case, we will omit. Proof of theorem 2.1: We will proof by induction. For this purpose, notice that we can define p d (z) alternatively by induction
We need to show that when b d are large enough for any d then
holes and d external legs in each edge.
Assume that above statement is true for
holes and d − 3 external legs in each edge. Easy to see that
interior holes and 3(d − 3) side holes that are partly bounded by edges. We are expecting that by adding q d term, side hole will become interior hole and there will be d external leges on each edge. Discussion in previous special examples will more or less do this. Here we can do better. We can actually write down explicitly the behavior of F (C p ) near edges. For example, near the edge z 3 = 0, p d (z) = 0 can be rewritten as
This is a graph over the coordinate line z 3 = 0 within say |z 3 | ≤ ǫ min(|z 1 |, |z 2 |) and away from z 1 = 0, z 2 = 0 and d − 3 leg points of p d−3 (z). It will be more clear to discuss under local coordinate say x 1 =
Asympototically, near x 3 = 0
Here from previous notation
Recall that we require |t d,i | to be as far apart as possible for different d, i. From this explicit expression, it is easy to see that near z 3 = 0 (say |x 3 | ≤ ǫ) and away from z 2 = 0, C p d is a graph over the CP 1 (z 3 = 0) away from disks
and
Recall b d is supposed to be large. Here we further require the choice of ǫ satisfies ǫ is small and ǫb d is large. Therefore, all these holes are very small. It is easy to see that the d − 3 small circles centered around roots of q d−3 will connect with d − 3 legs of C p d−3 . In this way, the side holes of F (C z E p d−3 ) will become interior holes of F (C p ). Together with original interior holes add up to
along each edge will produce for us the d exterior legs on each edge. Namely F (C d ) is fattening of the Feymann diagrams as discribed in previous pictures.
3 Newton polygon and string diagram
Results in the last section is actually special cases of a more general result. In general, given an integral polygon ∆ ⊂ M , we can naturally associate a fan Σ by the construction of normal cones. For a face α of the polygon ∆, define the normal cone of α
Let Σ denote the fan that consists of all these normal cones. When taking α to be vertices of ∆, we get the top dimension cones in Σ. We are interested in the corresponding toric variety P Σ . Recall that Σ(1) denote the set of one dimensional cones in Σ. Let Σ(1) denote the collection of one dimensional cones in the fan Σ, then for any σ ∈ Σ(1),
Recall that e σ denote the unique primitive element in σ ⊂ N . Let
Consider divisor
The corresponding line bundle L ∆ = O(D ∆ ) can be characterized by the piecewise linear function p ∆ that satisfy p ∆ (e σ ) = −l σ for any σ ∈ Σ(1). It is easy to see that p ∆ is strongly convex with respect to the fan Σ, hence L ∆ is ample on P Σ . T -invariant sections of L ∆ are exactly corresponding to integal points in ∆.
In this situation, the polygon ∆ is usually called the Newton polygon of the line bundle L ∆ on P Σ . Let s m denote the section of L ∆ that is corresponding to m ∈ ∆. A general section of L ∆ can be expressed as
We can consider the image of the curve C s under some moment map of P Σ . The problem that we are interested in is when this image will form a fattening of a graph. The case discussed in the last section is a special case of this problem, corresponding to the situation of P Σ ∼ = P 2 and
then its dualÑ 0 is naturally the space of all the weights
n → m, n define an embedding N ֒→Ñ 0 . Let W ∈ N 0 be the image of this embedding. ThenM = W ⊥ is the space of T invariant functions on complex
∨ is naturally the projection of σ 0 toÑ .
Then the fanΣ 0 consists of subcones of σ 0 corresponds to the affine toric variety C ∆ . Subcones σ S,0 of σ 0 is indexed by subsets S ⊂ ∆. Recall that the complex torus T = N C /N naturally acts on M C (as functions on
LetS be the set of S ⊂ ∆ that forms a r-dimensional simplex containing no other integral points. Let Z ⊂S be the kind of subset such that S ∈ Z form a simplecial decomposition of ∆ and Given a simplicial decomposition Z ∈Z of ∆, (recall that τ 0 Z denotes the interior of τ Z ,) take a weight w ∈ τ 0 Z , namely, p w is strongly convex piecewise linear with respect to Z. We can define an action of t ∈ R + on sections of L ∆ .
We assume that a m = 0 (or simply a m = 1) for all m ∈ ∆. For each simplex S ∈ Z, consider the barycenter subdivision of S. Let Γ S denote the union of all the simpleces in the barycenter subdivision of S not containing the vertex of S. Then
is a graph in ∆.
Let h t w = log(|s| Under this local coordinate, the Kähler form ω can be expressed as
where
By the lemma 2.1 in [7] , it is easy to see that 
archieves maximal.
2
For section s t = t(s), denote C st = s −1 t (0) then we have
Proof: To understand F t w (C st ), it is important to notice that although both F t w , C st depend on t heavily, F t w (C st ) is rather stable when we change t as long as we keep t small. Moreover, F t w (C st ) is actually invariant when we add to w an element of W , because elements in W corresponds to those actions that is induced by an automorphism of T , or in another word the gauge group. This observation is very crucial. Since p w is convex, for one simplex S ∈ Z, we may use this gauge group to modify w so that p w is zero on S and strictly negative away from S. In this way we can isolate the discuss to one simplex at a time. When t is small, The major part of the moment map is More precisely, limit of C st depends on realization of C st in P Σ parametrized by the toric gauge group T ⊂ Aut(P Σ ). For any simplex S ∈ Z there exist a suitable gauge such that
Let m 0 , m 1 , · · · , m r be the vertices of the simplex S, after a suitable change of coordinate, we could have
where we assume x 0 = 1. F S (C S ) is exactly the simplex with vertices being the baricenters of (r − 1)-dimensional faces of the simplex S. For t small, F t w (C st ) is just very slight perturbation of
which is clearly a fattening of Γ Z .
Remark: To achive the pictures of images of curves in figure 3-5 in the last section, it is necessary to use the moment map introduced in this section. If the moment map of the standard Fubini-Study metric is used, the pictures will look more like hyperbolic metric, more precisely, the holes around center of the polygon will be larger and near the boundary of the polygon will be smaller. Figure 6 : the standard simplicial decomposition corresponding to an ample line bundle L over P Σ as P 2 with 3 points blown up. Let E 1 , E 2 , E 3 be the 3 exceptional divisors, then
where π : P Σ → P 2 is the natural blow up. Choose a section s of this line bundle near the large complex limit corresponding to the above standard simplicial decomposition of the Newton polygon. Then the curve C s = s −1 (0) cut out by the section s will be mapped to the following under corresponding moment map F s . 
String diagram and Feymann diagram
Of course, our purpose is to deform C st to actually form a fibration over Γ under map F t w . We will start with the basic case of line in CP 2 . Then we will use localization and perturbation techniques to reduce the general case to this basic case.
Consider CP 2 with the Fubini-Study metric and the curve C 0 : z 0 +z 1 +z 2 = 0 in CP 2 . We have the torus fibration F : r 2 ) , where x k = r k e iθ k . The image of C 0 :
C 0 is a symplectic submanifold. We want to deform C 0 symplectically to C 1 whose image under F is expected to be
This is not hard, sinceΓ and Γ are very close. A moment of thought suggest the following: When |x 1 | ≥ |x 2 | ≥ 1,
It is easy to verify that these definations coincide on the common boundaries. C t can also be defined uniformly as
The Kähler form of the Fubini-Study metric can be written as
The Kähler form of the Fubini-Study metric can also be written as
Due to its symmetric nature, to verify that C t is symplectic, we only need to verify for one region out of six. Consider 1 ≥ |x 2 | ≥ |x 1 |
Recall that
We have
By restriction to C t we get
These computations show that C t is symplectic in the region r 1 < r 2 < 1. By symmetry, we can see that C t is symplectic in the other five regions. Namely Lemma 4.1 C t is symplectic when (r 1 − 1)(r 2 − 1)(r 1 − r 2 ) = 0.
Notice that C t is not smooth in the common boundaries (r 1 −1)(r 2 −1)(r 1 −r 2 ) = 0 of the six regions. To modify the definition of C t to make it smooth, consider real function h(a) ≥ 0 such that h(a) + h(−a) = 1 for all a and h(a) = 0 for a ≤ −ǫ. Then consequencely, h(a) = 1 for a ≥ ǫ and h(a) ≤ 1.
In general, we may modify the definition of C t to consider
C t is now smooth and is only modified in a ǫ-neighborhood of (r 1 − 1)(r 2 − 1)(r 1 − r 2 ) = 0.
. Then
Remark: With the help of symmetry, the cases remain to be varified are ǫ-neighborhood of {r 1 = r 2 ≤ 1 − ǫ}, {r 2 = 1, 0 ≤ r 1 ≤ 1 − ǫ} and {r 1 = r 2 = 1}.
Observe that in these regions coefficients of λ i are of order ǫ. Since |λ i | are bounded. It is not hard to see that the ǫ-variation of ω|C t dx1∧dx1 when r 1 , r 2 are bounded is of order ǫ. Therefore we can reduce our task to verifying that C t is symplectic on {r 1 = r 2 ≤ 1 − ǫ}, {r 2 = 1, 0 ≤ r 1 ≤ 1 − ǫ} and {r 1 = r 2 = 1}.
When r 1 = r 2 = 1,
Another boundary we need to check is when 0 ≤ r 1 ≤ 1 − ǫ and r 2 = 1. Then
Now we have shown Lemma 4.2 C t is symplectic for t ∈ [0, 1]. Namely, C 0 is symplectic isotropic to C 1 via the family C t .
Remark: Strictly speaking, the moment map F map C 1 to Γ only outside the ǫ-neighborhood of r 1 = r 2 = 1. Inside the ǫ-neighborhood of r 1 = r 2 = 1,
is a fattening of Γ. therefore, in the definition of C t , we should actually use h t (a) = h(a/(1 − t)) instead of h(a). In this way, C t will still be smooth for t < 1 and F (C t ) will belong to (1 − t)ǫ-neighborhood of Γ. In particularly,
Corollary 4.1 There exists a family of Hamiltonian diffeomorphism H t : CP 2 → CP 2 such that H t (C 0 ) = C t and H t is identity away from an arbitrary small neighborhood of t C t . In particularly H t leaves the three coordinate CP 1 's invariant.
Proof: Lemma 4.2 implies that C 0 is symplectic isotropic to C 1 via the family C t . By extention theorem in [8] above conclusion is immediate. 
When d = 1, for r being one of the three boundary points of Γ,F −1 (r) is a point. For r in smooth part of Γ,F −1 (r) is a circle. For r being the unique singular point of Γ, which in quantum mechanics usually indicate the particle interaction point,F −1 (r) is of "Θ" shape. This picture indicates the simplest string interaction.
When d = 5, for r being one of the three boundary points of Γ,F −1 (r) is 5 points. For r in smooth part of Γ,F −1 (r) is 5 circles. For r being the unique singular point of Γ, which in quantum mechanics usually indicate the particle interaction point,F −1 (r) is a graph in 2-torus as indicated in the following picture, which is much more complicated than d = 1 case. This picture indicates sort of degenerate multi-particle string interaction with multiplicity. In general, given a simplicial decomposition Z ∈Z of ∆, take a weight w ∈ τ 0 Z , namely, p w is strongly convex piecewise linear with respect to Z. The moment map
The curve C st = s −1 t (0), where
under the moment map F t w is mapped toΓ = F t w (C st ), which is a fattening of graph Γ determined by the simplicial decomposition Z ∈Z of ∆.
For each simplex S ∈ Z, let 
Namely, {S
Remark: Notice that the moment map F t w depends on the toric gauge of the curve C st = s −1 t (0). Consequently, {U S ǫ } S∈Z also depends on the toric gauge of the curve C st = s −1 t (0) and varies equivariantly. The key point of the localization technique is that for each S ∈ Z, choose suitable toric gauge so that under this gauge, U S ′ ǫ will be small for S ′ = S. U S ǫ is blown up. Then C st ∩ U S ǫ ⊂ P Σ will be a small perturbation of one of the several models that we treat explicitly.
Recall that w ∈ τ 0 Z , p w is strongly convex piecewise linear with respect to Z. As in the proof of theorem 3.1, we may modify p w by linear function so that w m = 0 for m ∈ S, and w m > 0 for m ∈ ∆\S. Under this gauge,
In our situation, dim(S) = 0, 1, 2. When dim(S) = 0, S is a single point, denote by m 0 . Then
archieves maximum exactly at F For each simplex S, let
With this gauge, on U S ǫ , we have
When S is a 2-simplex, namely, S is a triangle. Assume S = {m 0 , m 1 , m 2 }. S determines a compactification of the 2-torus T into a toric surface P S ∼ = CP 2 . S m0 , S m1 , S m2 provide the 3 homogeneous coordinates z 0 , z 1 , z 2 of such CP 2 . The corresponding moment map F S will map P S to S. Although P Σ is not equivalent to P S , the open subset U Our idea is that for each u suitably patch all these pieces of local symplectic curves C 0 S,u together to form a global curveĈ u . The gluing construction should be done in such a way that the resulting symplectic curvesĈ u will depend on u smoothly.
Assume that S 2 is a 2-simplex, S 1 ⊂ S 2 is a 1-simplex. We need to glue C 0 S1,u ⊂ U are annulus. It is not hard to see that when ǫ is small enough, the two annulus will be very close to each other and actually C 0 S2,u ∩ U S1 ǫ can be realized as a graph over C 0 S1,u ∩ U S2 ǫ . Then the two annulus can be easyly glue together using simple cut off. In this way, the smooth family of global symplectic curves {Ĉ u } u∈ [0, 1] in P Σ can be constructed. WhereĈ 1 will be mapped to a 1-dimensional graph.
We still need to deform our C st toĈ 0 . Equation (4.1) implies that for t, ǫ small enough, C st is a small graph overĈ 0 in the normal bundle ofĈ 0 . They can be easyly deformed to each other. To summarize, we have constructed a symplectic isotropic family {C u } u∈ [0, 1] such that C 0 = C st and C 1 =Ĉ 1 . Recall that Γ Z ⊂ ∆ (as defined in equation (3.1) ) is the graph corresponding to the simplicial decomposition Z of ∆. Proof: Recall that {C u } u∈[0,1] is a symplectic isotropy between C 0 = C st and C 1 =Ĉ 1 . By extention theorem in [8] There exists a family of Hamiltonian diffeomorphism H t : P Σ → P Σ such that H t (C 0 ) = C t and H t is identity away from an arbitrary small neighborhood of t C t .According to this construction, we can perturb the moment map F toF = F • H 1 satisfyingF (C st ) = Γ Z . Apply the theorem to the case of curves in the toric surface (CP 2 with 3 points blown up) as illustrated in figure 7. We will be able to perturb the image of the moment map to the following graph 
